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Abstract
The IPv4 Record Route (RR) Option instructs routers to record their
IP addresses in a packet. RR is subject to a nine hop limit and,
traditionally, inconsistent support from routers. Recent changes in
interdomain connectivity—the so-called “flattening Internet”—and
new best practices for how routers should handle RR packets suggest
that now is a good time to reassess the potential of the RR Option.
We quantify the current utility of RR by issuing RR measurements
from PlanetLab and M-Lab to every advertised BGP prefix. We
find that 75% of addresses that respond to ping without RR also
respond to ping with RR, and 66% of these RR-responsive addresses
are within the nine hop limit of at least one vantage point. These
numbers suggest the RR Option is a useful measurement primitive
on today’s Internet.

1

Introduction

Researchers and network operators need to understand Internet routing topology to troubleshoot problems. However, the protocols are
not designed to reveal many details of Internet operations, the Internet is vast and complex, and it is administered by autonomous
networks. Thus the set of tools for measuring topology is small, and
many aspects of Internet routing remain opaque.
Given limited visibility, the IP Record Route (RR) Option offers
promising attributes as a measurement primitive. IP Options are a
standard part of the Internet Protocol and can be enabled on any
packet. Like traceroute, RR reports IP addresses along an Internet
path from a source to a destination, but it offers several advantages
over traceroute. For example, RR can piece together hop-by-hop
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the reverse path back from a destination [11], which is invisible to
traceroute and other traditional techniques; and it can uncover some
hops that do not respond to traceroute probes [20, 21].
However, RR has a number of limitations. It can only measure nine
hops, which may not suffice to measure a full route. Even routers
within that limit may drop or rate limit RR packets, or forward
them without recording an IP address, especially since IP Options
are processed on the slow path by a router’s resource-constrained
route processor [10]. In fact, a 2005 technical report found that 46%
of PlanetLab-to-PlanetLab paths dropped RR packets, leading the
report to be titled, “IP Options are not an option” [8].
While it is true that IP Options are not a great option for supporting end-to-end IP extensibility—the use case investigated by that
technical report—in this paper we revisit the suitability of the IP
Record Route Option as a measurement primitive for today’s Internet.
Specifically, we contribute the following results:
∙ Most pingable destinations respond to Record Route pings. Of
nearly 300,000 IP addresses—each in a different routable BGP
prefix—that responded to ICMP Echo Requests (pings), 75%
also responded to pings we sent with the RR Option. In total, we
received RR responses from destinations in 40,545 Autonomous
Systems (AS) (out of 49,100 for which we had destinations that
responded to pings) (§3.2)
∙ Most responsive destinations are within Record Route range of
our vantage points. Probing the destinations that respond to RR
pings from M-Lab and PlanetLab, two-thirds are within the nine
hop RR limit of at least one vantage point, and 60% are within the
eight hop limit necessary to measure reverse paths from them to
any host we control [11] (§3.3). Measurements from our vantage
points from 2011 and 2016 show that the number of destinations
within range is greater today than in the past (§3.4).
∙ The flattening Internet suggests that cloud providers can employ
Record Route to good effect. Large cloud and content providers
build out their backbones and peer broadly to bring their networks
and services close to end-users [3]. Our measurements suggest
that Google is within eight hops of 86% of destinations that
respond to RR pings; thus the IP Option can potentially solve
much of Google’s need to uncover the paths from end-users to
Google [13] (§3.6).
∙ Careful experiment design can increase RR response rates by
avoiding triggering rate limiting. We reduce the impact of rate
limiting and increase the response rate to RR probes by throttling
the probing rate of specific vantage points and limiting the initial
TTL of RR packets (§4.1, §4.2).
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Motivation and Goal

Despite its drawbacks, Record Route has advantages over
traceroute. First, while traceroute measures one hop per packet,
RR allocates space in the header for nine IP addresses so that each
router can record an address as long as space remains. Because
RR can record nine routers traversed by a single packet in that
packet, RR can avoid artifacts that traceroute can introduce upon
encountering a load balancer [2]. Second, traceroute only measures
the forward path from source to destination, whereas RR data in an
ICMP Echo Request (ping) packet can be copied by the destination
into its ICMP Echo Reply packet, and any empty slots can be filled
on the reverse path from destination back to source. This mechanism
forms the basis of our reverse traceroute system that can measure the
reverse path back to any local host from a destination within range
of at least one local host [11]. Third, RR can capture some hops that
are invisible to traceroute, such as routers that do not decrement
TTL or routers inside tunnels with certain configurations [6, 22].
To be clear: RR is not a replacement for traceroute, rather it can
complement traceroute. The two tools can be used in combination
to augment our understanding of network topology, a topic both
explored in previous work [17, 20] and open to future study.
The conventional wisdom overemphasizes the drawbacks.
Based on informal conversations with colleagues, we believe that
the title of the 2005 technical report—“IP Options are not an
option”—led to the unintended interpretation that IP Options were
not a good option for measurement, even though the contents of the
report suggest the potential of RR for measurement [8]. The goal of
the report was to assess whether IP Options could be used to provide
IP extensibility, and the high fraction of paths that dropped Options
packets means that they are not a general vehicle for supporting
Internet-wide end-to-end functionality. However, the study also
found that, for 91% of the paths that dropped them, the drops
occurred at the source or destination AS.
Reinterpreting this result in a measurement context, a host that can
send RR packets without being filtered locally can likely reach most
destinations that support the Option. Further, even if the packets are
filtered somewhere along the path between the source and destination, they can potentially provide useful partial path measurements.
The drawbacks of Record Route may be diminishing as the Internet evolves. Given this potential as a measurement tool, we believe that recent trends motivate the need to reevaluate support for
RR on the Internet. Increased peering means that parts of the Internet
such as clouds and colocation facilities may be more richly interconnected [1, 3, 14]. Vantage points in or near these locations may be
able to reach many destinations within the nine hop limit of Record
Route. Large content and cloud providers have especially short paths
[3] and could use RR to measure the paths from end-users to their
networks [11], which is necessary to improve performance [13].
Goal: Given the demonstrated advantages of Record Route, we
reassess the coverage of Record Route support on today’s Internet.
Since some trends suggest that coverage may have improved over
time, we hope to show that Record Route is a widely-supported,
useful measurement primitive; present approaches to mitigate some
of its limitations; and thereby revise the conventional wisdom.
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Results: Does The Internet Support Record
Route?

Our measurements (explained in §3.1) reveal that the answer is often
“yes.” The majority of destinations we probed respond to RR (§3.2),
a large fraction of these destinations are within RR’s 9 hop limit of
at least one of our vantage points (§3.3), and, over time, this fraction
has increased (§3.4). We find no evidence of ASes that systematically
forward packets without recording IP addresses (§3.5). Finally, the
interconnectivity of large cloud providers suggests that they could
achieve even better coverage with RR than our vantage points (§3.6).

3.1

Dataset, Methodology, and Terminology

The primary dataset we used for investigating the usefulness of
Record Route is composed of results from two measurement studies.1 Each study sent probes to the same destination set that included
1 IP address in each advertised BGP prefix collected by RouteViews
on September 24, 2016[19]. For each prefix, the set includes the
address that was most responsive to previous ping probes [7]. We
conducted the first study during September 24–25, 2016 and sent one
ping with the Record Route Option (henceforth: ping-RR) from
141 vantage points (VPs). The VPs included one randomly chosen
machine at each operational PlanetLab (55) and M-Lab (86) site.
We conducted the second study in early October 2016 and sent three
pings (without any IP Options enabled) to each destination from one
machine at USC. Both studies used scamper [15] to send probes
and sent 20 probes per second per machine. Section 4.1 explores the
impact of probing rate.
We classify a destination as ping-responsive if we received a response
to at least one of the three normal pings. We classify a destination as
RR-responsive if at least one VP received a response to its ping-RR.
A RR-responsive destination responds to a ping-RR with an ICMP
Echo Reply that copies the Record Route option with any recorded
IP addresses into the header of its response. We define a destination
as RR-reachable from a given VP if a ping-RR sent from the VP
arrives at the destination with empty slots available in the RR header.
Sometimes, we refer to a destination as RR-reachable from our set
of VPs, meaning that it is RR-reachable from at least one VP. For
our analyses, we test if a destination is RR-reachable by observing
if the destination IP address appears in the RR response header. This
test allows for some false negatives, which we explore further at the
end of Section 3.3.

3.2

Do Destinations Respond to RR?

The responsiveness results of our measurement study are shown in
Table 1. The bolded entries show the number of destination that were
probed, the number that were ping-responsive, and the number that
were RR-responsive. Of all destinations, 77% are ping-responsive
and 58% are RR-responsive, meaning that 75% of destinations that
respond to ping also respond to ping-RR.
1

All datasets and tools used in this study have been made publicly available at:
https://www.measurementlab.net/publications/#the-record-route-option-is-an-option
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By IP

By AS

All Probed
Ping Responsive
RR-Responsive
All Probed
Ping Responsive
RR-Responsive
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Total

Transit/Access

Enterprise

Content

Unknown

510,305 (100%)
394,644 (77%)
296,734 (58%)
51,920 (100%)
49,100 (95%)
40,545 (78%)

388,959 (100%)
296,011 (76%)
225,000 (58%)
19,888 (100%)
19,282 (97%)
17,250 (87%)

61,204 (100%)
51,579 (84%)
34,917 (57%)
24,920 (100%)
23,454 (94%)
17,876 (72%)

44,295 (100%)
37,299 (84%)
28,786 (65%)
2,250 (100%)
2,198 (98%)
1,960 (87%)

15,847 (100%)
9,755 (62%)
8,031 (51%)
4,862 (100%)
4,166 (86%)
3,459 (71%)

Table 1: Response rates for pings with/without RR, both total and by AS type. Top shows all probed IP addresses. Bottom counts ASes with
at least one IP address. Of 394,644 ping-responsive IP addresses, 296,734 (75%) also respond to RR. Of 49,100 ASes with at least one
ping-responsive destination, 40,545 (82%) also contain at least one RR-responsive destination.

We initially suspected that some ASes would implement AS-wide
policies to filter RR. To investigate, we group the destinations by
AS and classify an AS as ping-responsive or RR-responsive if at
least one address in the AS responded. The bottom three rows of
Table 1 show that 95% of ASes had at least one ping-responsive
destination, and 78% had at least one RR-responsive destination,
meaning that 82% of the ASes that are ping-responsive are also
RR-responsive. This result demonstrates that, while some AS-wide
filtering occurs, most ASes are RR-responsive and thus do not filter
at this granularity.
Our classification of a destination as RR-responsive required a
ping-RR response to one or more VPs. We investigated the distribution of the number of VPs that received a response from each RRresponsive destination. Roughly 80% of destinations that responded
to at least one VP responded to over 90. This result is consistent
with the finding from previous work that filtering of Options packets
mainly occurred in a small number of edge ASes [8].

3.3

Are Destinations Within the 9 Hop Limit?

We now investigate the utility of the RR Option according to its ability to measure forward and reverse paths. Our primary reachability
finding is that 66% of RR-responsive destinations are RR-reachable,
i.e., they are within nine hops of their closest VP, and that VP can
measure its complete forward path to the destination. We further
find that at least one vantage point was within 8 hops of nearly 60%
of RR-responsive destinations, offering the potential to measure the
reverse path from them to any other vantage point [11].
Comparing reachability across sets of vantage points. Using
both PlanetLab and M-Lab requires operational overhead from
researchers. When designing systems or conducting studies where
reachability from any VP is a key metric (as is the case when
measuring reverse paths [11]), it is helpful to know the usefulness of
using both platforms. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the distance
from the RR-responsive destinations to the closest VP from various
subsets of VPs. To avoid clutter, we omit the line corresponding

1

CDF of destinations

Because different AS types may have different policies and because
different sets of researchers are interested in the behavior of different AS types, Table 1 reports responsiveness results by destination
AS type from CAIDA [23]. We find that there is not a substantial
difference across AS types and that the high rate of response holds
RR-responsive
across all types: the ratio of ping-responsive
addresses for each type is
over 0.67.
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Figure 1: RR hops from closest vantage point (in various sets) to
RR-responsive destinations. M-Lab vantage points are closer than
PlanetLab, and 10 M-Lab sites can provide most of the benefit.
to the full set of M-Lab and PlanetLab VPs; it is within 1% of
the all M-Lab sites line at all points, indicating that PlanetLab
provides little added benefit over M-Lab for this use case. While
M-Lab VPs are within range of 99% of the full set of RR-reachable
destinations, PlanetLab VPs are only within range of 72%. We
suspect a disparity in site placement is responsible—M-Lab VPs
are in centrally-located transit networks and colocation facilities,
while most PlanetLab VPs are hosted in university networks.
Strategically choosing vantage points from other measurement
platforms, such as RIPE Atlas [18], could further improve coverage
into networks out of range of M-Lab. However, Atlas currently does
not allow measurements with IP Options, and their strict rate limits
could complicate the process of finding VPs in range of particular
destinations [5].
In systems where the key metric is distance from the closest VP, it
can be tempting to issue batches of probes from all VPs. Such exhaustive probing techniques introduce large numbers of RR packets into a
network, which may trigger abuse reports or rate limiters (discussed
in Section 4.1). In search of more prudent probing methodologies,
we investigated the trade-off in reachability that comes with restricting ourselves to small sets of VPs. By greedily selecting M-Lab
sites, we find that we can reach 73% of RR-reachable destinations
with just one site (NYC), 82% with two sites (adding LA), 86% with
three (Denver), 91% with five (Miami and Milan), and 95% with
10. We added lines in Figure 1 comparing some of these subsets.
Not only are 95% of RR-reachable destinations reachable with only
10 VPs, but the majority of destinations are reachable at the same
distance they would be if we were to use the full set. By carefully
choosing small subsets of VPs, we can greatly reduce probing load

CDF of RR-Responsive
destinations
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from RR-based measurements is an open area of research [17], and
the utility of the RR Option increases with each new application.
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Figure 2: RR hops from closest M-Lab or PlanetLab vantage point
to RR-responsive destinations, in 2011 versus 2016. In 2016, vantage
points tend to reach a higher fraction of RR-responsive destinations
within 9 hops.
while maintaining a high probability of finding a VP of minimal
distance to any RR-reachable destination.
Uncovering Additional Reachability. As noted in Section 3.1, our
analysis determined if destinations were RR-reachable by checking
if the destination IP address appears in the RR response header. This
allows for some false negatives. In this section, we introduce two
situations in which destinations may have been falsely classified,
then describe and briefly evaluate two tests to account for them.
In the first situation, a destination device could record a different
IP address than the one we target [20], a so-called alias. To be able
to identify some of these cases, we performed alias resolution on
the 1,079,779 IP addresses that were RR-responsive destinations
and/or appeared in the RR headers of our measurements. Using
MIDAR [12] we uncovered 48,937 alias sets composed of 205,017
unique IP addresses. With this data we inferred that 5,637 of the
destinations recorded an alias in the RR header, but never recorded
the destination, thus they are RR-reachable.
In the second situation, probes may reach the destination with RR
slots remaining, but the response RR header does not contain any IP
address from the destination because the destination does not honor
RR, a case mentioned in previous work [20]. To detect such instances,
we first composed a set of destinations containing all IP addresses
determined to be RR-responsive but not RR-reachable from any VP.
Next, we used scamper [15] to send pings to high-numbered UDP
ports with the RR Option enabled (henceforth ping-RRudp ), with
the intent to trigger “port unreachable” error responses. Typically,
when devices generate error messages, they will quote the offending
packet in the response, including the contents of the offending IP
header [16]. By viewing the RR hops recorded in the quoted packet
header, we can determine if the offending packet arrived at the
destination with RR slots available, and thus that the destination
must not honor RR. This methodology allows us to reclassify an
additional 4,358 destinations as RR-reachable.
Using these two techniques, we were able to reclassify a total of
9,995 destinations as RR-reachable, meaning we could potentially
measure their entire forward and reverse paths. We note that the
design of more creative techniques to extract useful information

Has Reachability Changed Over Time?

We hypothesized that two trends may mean that, collectively, today’s
available VPs are in range of more RR-responsive destinations than
in the past. First, M-Lab now includes machines in a greater number
of locations. Second, M-Lab sites tend to be hosted in colocation
facilities, where an increase in Internet peering over time has the
potential to create shorter paths to more destinations [14, 3].
We compare our 2016 data, which uses 55 Planetlab sites and 86
M-Lab sites to measure 296,734 RR-responsive destinations, to
2011 measurements from 294 Planetlab sites and 14 M-Lab sites to
3,506,984 RR-responsive destinations [11] to. Both sets of destinations were chosen from a contemporaneous list of historically pingresponsive addresses [7], but the 2011 destinations also included IP
addresses harvested from ping-RR probes [11], guaranteeing that
they are RR-reachable from at least one vantage point. We include
all destinations in our results (not just IP addresses or prefixes that
were common across both dates) because the large gap between
the measurements means that even common addresses may have
been repurposed or relocated. The all VPs lines in Figure 2 show
an increase in the fraction of RR-responsive destinations that were
RR-reachable from 0.12 in 2011 to 0.66 in 2016. The common VPs
lines in the same figure indicates a similar increase even if we just
consider the 34 PlanetLab and 11 M-Lab sites that were used in both
years, suggesting that changes to the set of available VPs cannot
alone account for this difference, and that individual VPs are “closer”
to more destinations than they were in the past.

3.5

Do ASes Refuse to Stamp Packets?

One potential drawback when using RR is missing hops due to
routers not honoring RR, since recent recommendations for best
practices suggest that routers forward packets without recording
their IP addresses [9]. Given these recommendations, we wondered
whether some ASes had globally configured their routers to forward
packets without stamping them. Here we compare RR paths to
traceroute paths at coarse granularity to uncover evidence of such
ASes. We use this analysis as a proxy to estimate the accuracy of
RR at the level of AS hops.
One approach to discovering when IP hops have been missed due to
routers not honoring RR is to align IP paths recorded using RR to
corresponding traceroutes. However, previous attempts have shown
this to be difficult [20]. Since we were interested in AS-wide behavior, we took a different approach. To test if any ASes systematically
refuse to honor RR, we issued traceroutes from each M-Lab vantage point to that VP’s RR-reachable destinations (choosing 10,000
randomly for VPs with more than that). In total, 130,000 distinct
destinations were considered. By restricting our comparison only
to RR-reachable destinations, we were able to avoid the problem of
determining which fraction of the traceroute path was present in RR
(a subset of the path alignment problem).
We compared the AS paths derived from these traceroutes with those
from the corresponding ping-RRs. If an AS consistently appears
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CDF of destinations

in traceroutes, but not in RR, we would have evidence suggesting a
global configuration of routers within that AS to not honor RR. Of
7,185 ASes extracted from these measurements, only two appeared
in traceroute but never RR; 143 were usually seen in both, but not
always; and the vast majority, 7,040 were always present in the RR
path if they were in the corresponding traceroute. This evidence
suggests that operators are not adopting AS-wide policy to forward
RR packets without stamping them. Furthermore, given the high
probability that an AS appears in both traceroute and RR, we are
confident that RR is accurate at the granularity of AS hops.
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3.6

Could RR Be Useful to Cloud Providers?

Large content and cloud providers are expanding their infrastructures
to bring content closer to users [3]. As their paths shorten, nine hops
will represent a larger fraction of the round-trip path, and ping-RR
could become an effective way for providers to measure paths back
from their users to their networks (where they lack visibility [13]).
Because we do not have the ability to issue ping-RRs from a cloud
provider,2 we instead estimate the number of destinations potentially
RR-reachable from three cloud providers using traceroutes we issued
in August 2015 to destinations around the world. First, we examine
traces we issued in May 2017 from M-Lab VPs to RR-reachable
destinations to give a rough estimate of the distribution of traceroute
path lengths to RR-reachable destinations (a topic further explored
in Section 4.1). Next, for each cloud provider, we calculate a distribution of traceroute path lengths to compare to the M-Lab traceroute
length distributions, to roughly calibrate whether the distributions
suggest that many are RR-reachable. To do so, we first select all
destinations from the 2015 traceroutes that are in the same /24 prefix
as a destination that is RR-responsive in 2017, since destinations
in a prefix generally share similar paths from a vantage point. By
equating destinations in the same /24, we can expand the set of destinations for which we have measurements in both M-Lab ping-RRs,
and cloud-issued traceroutes. Based on our experience issuing measurements while working at large cloud providers, we assume it
is feasible to tunnel the packet to the edge of the cloud provider’s
AS without using any RR hops, and so we count the length of the
traceroute starting at the first hop outside of the cloud provider’s AS.
Figure 3 focuses on one cloud provider, Google Compute Engine
(GCE). It shows the path length distributions of two sets of
destinations—41,000 RR-reachable destinations, for which we have
both M-Lab and GCE traceroutes, and 263,000 RR-responsive
(but not RR-reachable) destinations, for which we have only GCE
traceroute path lengths. In total, the set of RR-reachable destinations
appear to be significantly closer in terms of traceroute hops to GCE
than they are to the set of M-Lab vantage points. Given that these
destinations are known to be within nine RR hops of M-Lab, we
would expect a great many (if not all) of them to be within nine
RR hops of GCE as well. Additionally, 49% of RR-responsive
destinations are within 5 traceroute hops of GCE—a shorter distance
than that between nearly 80% of M-Lab vantage points and their
known RR-reachable destinations, meaning that a large fraction of
these may be close enough for GCE to measure reverse paths. While
2
GCE strips options headers from ping-RRs issued from VMs within the network,
while Amazon EC2 and IBM Softlayer (now Bluemix) both outright filter ping-RRs.

Figure 3: Hop count from GCE and M-Lab to RR-reachable and RRresponsive destinations. GCE is closer to RR-responsive destinations
than M-Lab is to RR-reachable ones, meaning it is likely in range to
measure reverse hops.
GCE had the shortest path distribution, we also found Amazon
EC2 to be within 8 RR hops of 40% of the same RR-responsive
destinations and IBM Softlayer within 8 hops of 45%. These results
suggest that, should cloud providers adopt RR, they would likely
make good vantage points. Specifically in the case of Google,
RR could help solve some of its need to uncover the paths from
end-users to Google [13].

4

Mitigating Rate Limiting

Router configurations sometimes limit the allowable rate of Options
packets to ten per second [4], which can severely hamper probing
efforts, particularly when probing large sets of destinations from
multiple vantage points. We briefly quantify the impact of rate limiting (§4.1), then consider an approach to avoid destination-proximate
rate limiting by sending probes with limited TTL values (§4.2).

4.1

Finding Evidence of Rate Limiting

In Section 3, we probed at 20 packets per second (pps) in a loose
attempt to limit the impact of rate limiting. To see whether we
could have probed faster without impacting our results, we first
randomly selected a set of 100,000 destinations previously deemed
RR-responsive. Next, we probed these destinations from all vantage
points at 100pps and 10pps. As with our original study, each VP
probed the destination set in random order. Figure 4 depicts the
number of responses each VP received at each rate, excluding 56
VPs that received fewer than 1000 responses at either rate. While
most vantage points receive only slightly fewer responses at 100pps,
a few experience a drastic drop. For eight nodes (five Planetlab
and three M-Lab), the response dropped by more than 25%. Our
results suggest that rate limits (up to 100pps) have a limited impact
on response rates for most VPs in our study, meaning it is not a
significant factor in limiting the utility of RR measurements. Further,
VPs with lower rate limits are easy to detect and can be configured to
use lower VP-specific probing rates to achieve high response rates.

4.2

Choosing Low-Impact TTLs

A ping-RR accrues no additional value once the nine slots are full.
However, the packet’s IP Option will still have to be processed by the
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destinations, grouped by initial TTL. For the former, we want to
set a TTL such that most ping-RRs reach the destinations. For the
latter, we want to minimize the number of hops that the ping-RRs
traverse after filling their nine slots.
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Figure 4: Number of RR responses received by 79 vantage points at
two different probing rates. While most VPs receive similar numbers
of responses at both rates, some receive vastly fewer responses at
100pps due to source-proximate rate limiters.
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For TTL smaller than 8, less than half of RR-reachable destinations
respond, which means most of the time we would fail to retrieve
complete path information due to a premature timeout. When TTL
equals to 10, roughly 70% of the previously reachable destinations
are responsive, while only 25% of the previously unreachable destinations respond. Above 12, we receive responses from the majority
of non-RR-reachable destinations, which means we lose the benefit
of expiring ineffective measurements. Though the exact tradeoff
between efficiency and coverage depends on the application, the
graph shows that setting TTLs between 10 and 12 could substantially reduce the impact of RR probes on routers while still reaching
most RR-reachable destinations. This result implies that one can
effectively TTL-limit ping-RR probes to mitigate their adverse
impact on routers.
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Figure 5: Responsive rate for RR-reachable and RR-unreachable
destinations with different TTL values. TTLs in the range of 10 to 12
offer a good tradeoff in allowing probes to distant destinations to
expire while still reaching most RR-reachable destinations.
route processor of every remaining router on the forward and reverse
path, leaving it susceptible to rate limiting or filtering, and incurring
wasted processing on routers’ slow paths [10].In the rate-limiting
study in Section 4.1, we randomized the order of destinations at
each VP to avoid triggering rate limiters closer to the destinations.
However, there may be times when it is necessary to probe sets of
destinations that are similarly located. In these cases, we propose to
limit the TTL of the initial ping-RR, such that it is highly likely
to expire around the time the RR slots are exhausted. The expiring
packet will trigger a TTL Time Exceeded error message which will
not have the RR Option enabled, but the original RR Option will be
in the header of the packet quoted inside the error message, allowing
us to read it at the source. While at first glance the right answer
might seem to be a TTL of nine, there are routers that support RR
but do not decrement the TTL or do not send TTL expired errors
(i.e., anonymous routers[21]), and there are routers that decrement
TTLs but do not stamp RR [20]. Too low a TTL leaves RR slots
unused; too high risks rate limiting or filtering.
To study the trade-off, we issued a round of ping-RRs to an equal
number of RR-reachable and non-RR-reachable, RR-responsive
destinations per vantage point (i.e., each vantage point probed a set
near it and a set far from it), with randomly assigned TTLs between
3 to 23 or the standard default TTL (64). In Figure 5, we show
response rate separately for RR-reachable and non-RR-reachable

Conclusion

This paper addresses the question: “Is the IP Record Route Option
useful for conducting Internet path measurements?” We found that,
contrary to conventional wisdom, the answer is yes. Our measurements show that:
∙ The majority of ping-responsive IP addresses and ASes respond
to RR probes, and their responses can be recorded from most of
our PlanetLab and Measurement Lab vantage points.
∙ A large fraction of IP addresses that respond to RR are reachable
within 9 hops of at least one of our vantage points, and a majority
of those are within the 8 hops needed to measure reverse paths.
∙ Large cloud providers, like Google, Amazon, and IBM are sufficiently close to most destinations to record their forward and
reverse paths, which they can use to diagnose and improve performance for clients.
∙ There is no evidence that, of ASes that do not filter RR packets,
any systematically refuse to stamp them.
This level of Record Route support may not reflect conscious choices
of network operators worldwide, but may be due to the fact that RR,
and IP options more generally, have seen little use. Should there be
a wide-scale increase in RR traffic, it is possible that some operators might configure routers within their networks to filter or refuse
to stamp packets with RR enabled, leading to decreases in responsiveness and reachability. For this reason, we suggest exercising
prudence when adopting RR for use in measurement systems and
studies. However, there is reason for optimism. Our Reverse Traceroute system, which was well-received at the time of publication in
2010 [11], has been using RR for daily operation and related studies
consistently over the past nine years. Our measurements suggest that
support has not dwindled in the face of our traffic. Moving forward,
we hope that the need for effective topological measurement tools
outweighs competing concerns, so that researchers may continue to
discover new and better uses of the Record Route Option.

The Record Route Option is an Option!
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